FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
WetStone Technologies Inc. Announces New Release of Gargoyle Investigator

TMMP

December 16, 2020. WetStone Technologies, the Cyber Security Division of Allen Corporation of America,
announced today the release today the availability of a new version of its premier malware discovery tool,
. Version 7.4 adds significant capabilities to Gargoyle MP, improving the
efficiency and focus of Digital Forensics and Incident Response (DFIR) investigations.
Gargoyle MP simplifies breach and malware triage investigations and incident response activities. Investigators
can perform a rapid search for malicious applications and lost or leaked corporate assets. Gargoyle MP is
designed to provide significant clues regarding the activities, motives and intent of a suspect.
Features introduced in Version 7.4:
Significant reduction in the file sizes of Factory and Supplemental Datasets
Improved reporting
Improved performance
User-defined filtering of detections by malware category
Whitelisting of user-created Golden Images
Additional archive file type support
Identification of malware hotspots
Reporting all password-protected archives
Additional integrations for forensic toolkits from Paraben, AccessData, and Autopsy
Gargoyle Investigator MP is licensed as an Electronic Software Download (ESD) for forensic workstations or
on WetStone-supported USB flash drives (G-Flash) for field investigations. Current Gargoyle Investigator and
G-Flash users with active support agreements may upgrade to version 7.4 at no additional charge.
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Headquartered in Fairfax, VA, Allen Corporation of America (www.allencorp.com) is a dynamic, rapidly growing company that
provides expertise in several major technology areas, including Cyber Security, Logistics, Aviation & Training Systems, Digital and
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